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a b s t r a c t

Since the heterogeneity of oceanographic conditions drives abundance, distribution, and

availability of prey, it is essential to understand how foraging predators interact with

their dynamic environment at various spatial and temporal scales. We examined the

spatio-temporal relationships between oceanographic features and abundance of fin

whales (Balaenoptera physalus), the largest free-ranging predator in the Western

Mediterranean Sea (WM), through two independent approaches. First, spatial modeling

was used to estimate whale density, using waiting distance (the distance between

detections) for fin whales along ferry routes across the WM, in relation to remotely

sensed oceanographic parameters. At a large scale (basin and year), fin whales exhibited

fidelity to the northern WM with a summer-aggregated and winter-dispersed pattern.

At mesoscale (20–100 km), whales were found in colder, saltier (from an on-board

system) and dynamic areas defined by steep altimetric and temperature gradients.

Second, using an independent fin whale satellite tracking dataset, we showed that

tracked whales were effectively preferentially located in favorable habitats, i.e. in areas

of high predicted densities as identified by our previous model using oceanographic

data contemporaneous to the tracking period. We suggest that the large-scale fidelity

corresponds to temporally and spatially predictable habitat of whale favorite prey, the

northern krill (Meganyctiphanes norvegica), while mesoscale relationships are likely to

identify areas of high prey concentration and availability.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Spatio-temporal variations in the distribution of fora-
ging marine top predators are interpreted as a direct
response to changes in prey distribution, density and
availability, which in turn largely depend on biophysical
processes at different spatio-temporal scales (Hunt et al.,
ll rights reserved.

logiques de Chizé,

78 39;
1999). Very large-scale oceanographic features such as the
circumpolar boundary (Tynan, 1998) to fine-scale pro-
cesses such as small fronts (Sims and Quayle, 1998) were
therefore reported to affect prey distribution, which in
turn influenced the distribution of foraging predators.
However, direct information on prey abundance and
distribution are generally lacking because of the difficulty
of assessing these parameters over large areas. As a
consequence, the spatial distribution of large marine
predators, such as large baleen whales, is investigated in
relation to biophysical oceanographic features that are
known to structure the abundance of prey (e.g., Tynan
et al., 2005; Friedlaender et al., 2006). In the context of the
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heterogeneous marine environment, where biophysical
processes are highly dynamic in space and time, interac-
tions of predators with their marine environment must be
investigated at adequate spatial but also temporal scales.
Environmental variability, which affects the foraging
activities of predators, has been found to be decisive at
some scales and not others (Jacquet et al., 1996; Guinet
et al., 2001; Austin et al., 2006). Identification of
appropriate scales of environmental processes is thus
important to understanding of the predator–environment
relationship.

Fin whales are the largest free-ranging predators of the
semi-enclosed Mediterranean Sea. This species feeds
primarily on the northern krill Meganyctiphanes norvegica,
which is common in the North Atlantic but is also found in
the Western Mediterranean (WM), the southernmost
location of the species. Numerous studies have reported
that high densities of fin whales are located in the
northern WM during summer (Forcada et al., 1996),
although the geographical imbalance between eastern
and western basin is partly due to a lack visual effort in
the eastern basin (Notarbartolo di Sciara et al., 2003). Fin
whales have also been reported to be markedly pelagic
and are typically found in areas of colder surface water
relatively to the whole WM (Forcada et al., 1996) and in
areas of high productivity during the preceding spring
season (Notarbartolo di Sciara et al., 2003; Littaye et al.,
2004). However, very little information is available
concerning the habitat of fin whales and their possible
movement patterns because of the paucity of data from
the southern part of the WM and from the winter season.
To our knowledge, spatial and temporal scales have rarely
been taken into account in studies of the interactions of
large free-ranging predators, such as fin whales, with their
environment. There is growing evidence of the impor-
tance of biophysical processes at the mesoscale, spatially
considered to be 20–100 km and temporally to be weeks
to months (Lévy, 2008) in the foraging strategies of
various land-based predators such as turtles (Hays et al.,
2006; Polovina et al., 2006; Lombardi et al., 2008), seals
(Ream et al., 2005), and penguins (Cotté et al., 2007).
Along the marine circulation of the WM, mesoscale
processes, such as eddies, modulate biological activity,
implying high spatial and temporal variability (Morel and
André, 1991; Lévy et al., 1998; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003).
This mesoscale activity could substantially affect interac-
tions between the physical environment, prey, and their
predators through the local enhancement of productivity,
aggregation processes, and availability of prey to free-
ranging predators.

In order to examine interactions of a predator with its
environment, a properly designed sampling protocol is
needed to detect patterns over a range of temporal and
spatial scales. As specified by ecologists (Fauchald et al.,
2000) and oceanographers (Taupier-Letage, 2008), this
leads to a trade-off between the spatial coverage of large
areas to detect large-scale patterns and small sampling
intervals to examine small-scale processes. Indeed, en-
vironment–predator interactions at scales smaller than
the nominal resolution would be missed because of
unsuitable sampling. Here we carried out such a sampling
strategy through surveys across the WM at high spatial
resolution for both predators and environmental para-
meters during one year. Obtaining such fine-scale data is
needed to analyze the variability of cetacean distribution
appropriate to the spatio-temporal variability of the
environmental features. The challenge of developing
habitat-use models that take into account the spatio-
temporal environmental variability has been recently put
forward by Redfern et al. (2006). This approach relies on
careful selection of environmental variables that have
their own spatio-temporal scale of variability, requiring
previous knowledge of the variability of each of them.

In this study, we conducted an interdisciplinary
investigation of the scale-dependent habitat use of a large
free-ranging predator, the fin whale, to understand the
consequence of predator–environment interactions on
foraging activity. We used the combination of year-long
whale sighting data and in-situ/remote sensing oceano-
graphic data, collected along transects crossing the WM,
to model fin whale densities according to oceanographic
parameters. Using an independent dataset from satellite
tracking of several individual fin whales, we then
compared the observed Argos locations of the tagged
whales to predicted habitat use estimated from oceano-
graphic data contemporaneous to the tracking period.
2. Methods

2.1. Observation, tracking, and environmental data

We used so-called ‘‘platforms of opportunity’’ to collect
whale sighting data because of the ships’ regular and
frequent paths over the WM. Data were collected during
18 surveys between 12 September 2006 and 26 July 2007
on a ferry crossing from Marseille (France) to Algiers and
Bejaı̈a (Algeria) (Fig. 1). Observations were made from the
bridge (25 m high) of the ship, with the unaided eye and
binoculars equipped with eyepiece reticles and compass.
A visual angle of 901 centered on the trackline was
surveyed to ensure as much as possible that all animals
directly on the trackline were spotted, the g(0) ¼ 1
assumption of distance sampling protocols (Buckland
et al., 2001). The ferry travelled at 20 knots mean speed.
Two observers alternated observation duties continuously
during daytime at 1-h intervals. This defined the on-effort
period, the off-effort period corresponding to nighttime.
When a cetacean school (single or several individuals) was
sighted, the ship’s location, the time, the radial distance
and angle from the ship to the sighting, and group size
were recorded. Information on meteorological factors that
could affect sighting conditions was also recorded.

Environmental data were obtained from in-situ and
satellite sources. The oceanographic and meteorological
in-situ data were collected underway with a system
installed on-board the ferry in TRANSMED program
framework (test phase to develop a network to monitor
the surface of the Mediterranean using ships of opportu-
nity, from a CIESM (Commission Internationale pour
l’Exploration Scientifique de la Méditerranée) initiative).
It is composed of a thermosalinometer, which records
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Fig. 1. Surveys tracks in the study area and locations of fin whale

sightings.
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hydrological parameters of sea-surface temperature (SST)
and salinity, and a fluorometer that estimates the
phytoplankton chlorophyll concentration from the fluor-
escence signature of sampled seawater. Surface water
(�3 m depth) was pumped to the on-board system that
took one measurement per minute. We also used satellite
observations of the SST, of the chlorophyll concentrations
(visible/ocean color imagery) and of sea level (altimetry).
The NOAA/AVHRR (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration/Advanced Very High Resolution Radio-
meter, available at http://poet.jpl.nasa.gov/) sensor, mea-
suring the SST, is an extremely efficient tool for tracking
mesoscale oceanographic features (e.g. Taupier-Letage,
2008). Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) images are obtained from
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer,
available on http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov). The spatial
resolution of both datasets ranges from �1 to 4 km, and
the WM is fully covered within one daytime period. To
reduce gaps in the satellite data coverage due to cloud
coverage, we used 3-day composite images corresponding
to the environmental conditions at the time and location
of the corresponding observation data. For sea circulation
we used satellite-derived sea-surface altimetry data in the
form of weekly merged products of absolute dynamic
topography (ADT) at 1/81 resolution (Ssalto/Duacs dis-
tributed by Archiving Validation and Interpretation of
Satellite and Oceanographic data (AVISO), available on
http://atoll-motu.aviso.oceanobs.com). These high tem-
poral and spatial resolutions were relevant in our
investigations of mesoscale interactions between whale
distribution and fast-moving environmental processes.
Bathymetric data were extracted from the ETOPO2
database (from the national geophysical data center,
available on http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov). Temperature
and chlorophyll gradients, bottom slope, and geostrophic
currents were computed as described in Cotté et al.
(2007).

During August 2003, 8 fin whales were equipped with
satellite tracking devices. These semi-implantable tags
(26 cm in length�1.9 cm in diameter) consisted of a
Telonicss Argos ST-15 transmitter in a stainless steel tube,
incorporating a flexible 12.5-cm whip-antenna, a flexible
4-cm saltwater switch (SWS), and two solid flanges
(0.9�1.5 cm) to prevent inward migration. Half of the
upper housing was coated with 2.5 g of Gentamycins

sulfate antibiotic in methacrylate (Eudragrits), designed
for extended time-release of the antibiotic. The tag was
applied using an air-powered applicator (Heide-Jorgensen
et al., 2001) with 7 bar pressure from an elevated 1-m bow
pulpit mounted on a 6-m rigid-hull inflatable boat with a
115 hp outboard motor at a distance of o3 m from the
whale. Tags were deployed 2–0 m in front of the dorsal fin
area on the dorsal surface of the whale. To conserve
batteries and extend tag operation, tags transmitted for
only four 1-h periods daily for 90 days and then every 4th
day thereafter. A saltwater switch and microprocessor
were used to conserve battery power by limiting trans-
missions to times when the tag was out of the water and
coinciding with optimal Argos satellite coverage. We used
screening criteria for Argos location classes 0–3 based on
feasible swimming speeds (Mate et al., 1999).
2.2. Modeling whale densities

Line transect sampling from design-based methods is
the standard tool to provide information on abundance
and distribution in cetacean population (Buckland et al.,
2001). An alternative technique relevant to surveys that
have not initially been designed to achieve equal coverage
probability is the model-based approach (Hedley et al.,
1999; Marques, 2001), in which line transect sampling is
combined with spatial analysis. Data from such surveys
can then be combined when fitting descriptive models of
heterogeneity in animal density, thus imparting informa-
tion on how animals use their habitat, and how popula-
tions behave over time (Williams et al., 2006). We used
here a method based on modeling distances between
detections, called waiting distances (Hedley, 2000). This
method has theoretical appeal as it avoids the subjective

http://poet.jpl.nasa.gov/
http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov
http://atoll-motu.aviso.oceanobs.com
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov
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Fig. 2. Locations of the eight satellite telemetry tagged fin whales during

the summer (August–October, upper panel) and winter (November–May,

lower panel).
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choice of cell size and zeros inflated datasets generated by
the classical method of dividing transects into separate
cells (Henrys, 2005). Waiting distance models have been
used to estimate density because in areas of high density
the waiting distance between detections is short (Buck-
land et al., 2004). The waiting distances were modeled
using generalized additive models (GAMs, Hastie and
Tibshirani, 1990) with a logarithmic link function to the
set of spatial environmental covariates. Data were fitted to
GAMs in package ‘‘mgcv’’ of the statistics program R
(Wood, 2001). We used GAMs in our analysis because they
offer flexibility through smooth functions applied to each
explanatory variable (Wood, 2003). Smoothing splines
were fitted using multiple generalized cross-validation
(mgcv). The amount of flexibility given to a model term is
determined in a maximum likelihood framework by
minimizing the GCV scores of the whole model. The
general structure of the model was

g½EðliÞ� ¼ b0 þ
X

k

f kðzkiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n (1)

where li is the waiting distance, b0 the intercept, fk the
smoothed functions of the explanatory covariates, zki the
value of the kth explanatory covariate in the jth observa-
tion, and n is the number of observations. While the
optimal amount of smoothing is automatically deter-
mined by mgcv, the decision on including/dropping a
model term is not. We adopted the model specification
procedure proposed by Wood (2001), essentially based on
the lowest generalized cross-validation (GCV) score. To
handle over-dispersion, a gamma distribution was used.
The density surface was then obtained by calculating the
inverse of the waiting area, defined as twice the effective
strip half-width times the waiting distance:

Dðxiþ1;0Þ ¼
1

2m̂liþ1
(2)

where m̂ is the effective strip half-width and li the waiting
distance. We then multiplied by the estimated cluster size
to calculate the total whale density.

To obtain m̂, we estimated the best (from AIC) detection
function from distance sampling method using the soft-
ware DISTANCE 5.0 beta 5 (Thomas et al., 2002). We
selected the multiple covariate distance sampling (MCDS)
method (Marques, 2001; Thomas et al., 2002), as
covariates, particularly meteorological parameters, may
influence the detection probability. The perpendicular
distances were right truncated prior to the analysis,
following the recommendation of Buckland et al. (2001).
The best detection function was selected using Akaike’s
information criterion (AIC) and chi-squared goodness of fit
test. Effective strip half-width and estimated cluster size
were computed and used in the formula for density
estimation using waiting distance. The mean cluster size
was estimated by DISTANCE to detect school size bias, i.e.
the tendency of detection for large and small school at the
same distance range. The approach fits a least-squares
regression of log of school size versus distance, which
yields a slope when bias is present (which is not the case
here).
2.3. Habitat use and predicted densities

The analysis of habitat use compared environmental
conditions corresponding to the visual observations or
Argos locations and the environmental conditions avail-
able within the entire sampled area. For the whale
sighting dataset, the sampled area was the ferry transect
corresponding to a given observation. For the Argos
location dataset, we considered the sampled area as the
area covered by most of the locations, i.e. between 31E and
91E north of the Balearic Islands (Fig. 2).

Since we had two independent datasets at our disposal
(ferry observations in 2006–2007 and Argos locations in
2003–2004), we were able to test the efficiency of our
model constructed from the transect dataset by compar-
ing the distribution of Argos location data within the
habitat predicted by the model. We considered our model
efficient whenever fin whale Argos location distribution
skewed toward predicted favorable fin whale habitat, i.e.,
areas of high predicted whale densities as derived from
the transect study and using the weekly satellite oceano-
graphic parameters temporally appropriate to the fin
whale tracking period being analyzed.
3. Results

A total of 7422 km were surveyed on-effort during
which 40 sightings of fin whale schools were observed
over the year. The Balearic area was not covered by
transects. Most of the sightings (N ¼ 33) occurred in the
northern part of the WM, i.e., north of the Balearic Islands
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(Fig. 1). Satellite locations from the eight tracked fin
whales from August 2003 to June 2004 were also found
mainly in the northern WM, and only one whale made a
short excursion out into the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 2). The
tracked fin whales were thus found mostly in the northern
part of the WM, where they were aggregated during
summer. Their winter distribution was more dispersed but
still north of the Balearic Islands for all but one individual.

The best fitting model of detection probability was a
half-normal key function with no adjustment terms, i.e.,
no covariate effects on the probability of detection. The
lack of influence of sea state on detection function may be
due to the high platform of ferries allowing a better
detection of whales (as in Williams et al., 2006). The
expected mean cluster size of fin whales was 1.27, and the
effective strip half-width was estimated to be 864 m (see
Web Appendix B). Based on the lowest GCV score, the
selected spatial model includes months (F3.25 ¼ 2.26,
Fig. 3. Functional forms for the smoothed covariates included in the GAM. Un

dynamic topography, and cm s�1 for current speed.
p ¼ 0.081), SST (F3.73 ¼ 4.29, p ¼ 0.018), SST gradient
(F1 ¼ 5.15, p ¼ 0.039), Chl-a gradient (F5.85 ¼ 4.47,
p ¼ 0.010), ADT (F2.36 ¼ 2.76, p ¼ 0.061), and geostrophic
current amplitude (F1 ¼ 3.06, p ¼ 0.099). Depth, bottom
slope, and Chl-a failed to enter the model as covariates.
The explanatory power of this model was very high; the
adjusted R2 score (Wood, 2001) for the model was 0.68,
and the deviance explained by the model was 81.8% of the
observed data distribution. The shapes of the functional
forms for the smoothed covariates, conditional on the
other covariates being included in the models, are shown
in Fig. 3. Waiting distance was low, i.e., density was high,
during the summer season and, conversely, waiting
distance was high in winter, corresponding to a decrease
in whale density from summer to winter. Density was
high in colder water and in areas with a high-temperature
gradient. The relationship with the Chl-a gradient is quite
complex since it included periods of phytoplankton bloom
its are 1C for SST, % for SST and Chlorophyll-a gradients, cm for absolute
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(high Chl-a) and oligotrophic (low Chl-a) periods. Density
was also high in areas with low (negative) ADT and where
the speed of derived geostrophic current was high.

When the environmental parameters at each observa-
tion were compared to the corresponding mean value of
the transect when on-effort, fin whales were found in
colder and saltier waters where the gradients of SST, and
Chl-a to a lower extent, were marked (Table 1). This
confirmed the relationships in the model between whale
density and the measured environmental parameters. One
illustrative survey is given in Fig. 4, where fin whales were
observed in northern and southern WM (corresponding to
the colder and saltier waters in the temperature–salinity
diagram).
Table 1
Mean+SE of difference between environmental parameters at each

observation and the corresponding mean value of the transect (from

the departure of the boat until dusk, corresponding to the southern or

northern part of the trip).

Environmental parameters TRANSMED

in-situ

measurements

Satellite

measurements

SST (1C) �0.3170.65 �0.5070.69

SST gradient (%) – 0.6471.86

Fluorimetry (relative unit) 0.1470.76 –

Chl a (mg m�3) – 0.0470.13

Chl-a gradient (%) – 0.1370.34

Salinity 0.1270.18 –

Fig. 4. Map of sea surface temperature, plotted locations of whale observatio

September 2006. Arrows indicate circulation, white circles are fin whale obse

diagram are TS conditions at the locations of whale observations.
A similar analysis was conducted with tracking data,
where environmental parameters from satellite altimetry
corresponding to each Argos location were compared to
the mean value over the entire area at the tag location
period (Fig. 5). Fin whales were located mostly in areas of
lower ADT and stronger currents in summer and through
late fall (see the animation in Appendix A). In winter these
tendencies tend to disappear, before strengthening in late
spring. However, the scarcity of data for that latter period
could lead to incorrect interpretations.

As a validation of the model, frequency distribution of
predicted densities at whale locations from Argos tracking
is significantly different from the distribution of predicted
densities in the whole area, i.e. all the pixels between 31
and 61E (two-sample KS test, po0.001) (Fig. 6). Thus, the
tracked whales were found in areas where high densities
of whales were predicted by the model, showing that
tracked whale locations correspond to predicted favorable
areas.
4. Discussion

The necessity of using interdisciplinary approaches to
understand the foraging tactics of marine predators has
been established through comparison of their distribu-
tion, abundance, and at-sea movements with environ-
mental processes, as well as their associations with prey
distribution data (Johnston et al., 2005; Friedlaender et al.,
2006; Tynan et al., 2005). However, these interdisciplinary
ns, and TS (temperature–salinity) diagram for the survey period 28–30

rvations, dotted lines are on-effort transects, and red points in the TS
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Fig. 5. Temporal altimetry preferences of remotely sensed fin whales. Difference between ADT at the whale’s location and the mean ADT of the whole area

covered by all whale locations (upper panel). Idem for current speed (lower panel), over time.

Fig. 6. Frequencies of predicted densities in the whole area (3–61E), in gray, and frequencies of predicted densities at remotely sensed whale locations, in

black, from August to December. The inside panel shows a weekly situation of predicted densities corresponding to the period of plotted whales locations

(white circles).

C. Cotté et al. / Deep-Sea Research I 56 (2009) 801–811 807
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studies are usually snapshots of a given situation at a
given period and do not consider the temporal scales.
Adaptive sampling strategies are therefore required to
catch spatial and temporal interactions from large to fine
scales, implying that sampling effort must achieve large-
scale coverage with high sampling intensity.

Our results reveal two distinct scales of interactions
between predators and their environment. At large scale,
fin whales exhibited a well-marked seasonal cycle in time,
and basin-wide pattern in space. The link with ADT
suggests that whales were found mostly within the mean
cyclonic circulation in the northern part of the WM,
limited to the north by the Northern Current and to the
south by the North Balearic front (Rio et al., 2007). Since
most historical information on fin whale distribution in
the WM had been obtained only from the northern part of
the WM and from the summer season, fin whale seasonal
movement patterns were the subject of considerable
speculation, but little substantive data. In our study,
change in density of whale sighting along transects and
satellite tracking established that fin whales do not
migrate during winter, but instead dispersed with a clear
tendency to remain north of the Balearic Islands, reflect-
ing a regional fidelity to the northern WM exhibited by
most individuals. However, we could not delimit precisely
the southern boundary of whale distribution from the
sightings since the Balearic area was not covered by
transects. Our results confirm year-round presence of
whales, even if less abundant during winter, as reported
from observations in the Ligurian Sea (Laran and Drouot-
Dulau, 2007) and from acoustic records (Clark et al.,
2002). Movements were also recorded across the
Tyrrhenian Sea and Gibraltar Strait, confirming the linkage
of recently reported wintering areas within the Mediter-
ranean, where fin whales were observed feeding on
another krill species Nyctiphanes couchi (Canese et al.,
2006), and in Atlantic Ocean (Bentaleb et al., submitted).
However, combining the approaches of stable isotopes in
the baleen plates and satellite tracking, Bentaleb et al.
(submitted) report that fin whales migrating in the
Atlantic are a small proportion of the population (less
than 20%). Most of fin whale seasonal movements appear
to be better characterized as movements across a flexible
habitat margin, i.e. aggregation and dispersal in the
northern WM, than the dispersal of individuals between
discrete habitats, i.e. migration outside the northern WM
including the Atlantic. Colder and saltier waters are
important parameters at basin scale, as they are generally
characteristic of the northern water of the WM (Millot,
1999), the preferred habitat of the northern krill in the
WM. Indeed, modified Atlantic water in the northern part
of the WM, where most whales have been observed or
remotely located, are globally more productive than
recent Atlantic water in the southern part of the WM
(Morel and André, 1991). These environmental factors,
particularly the high spring productivity in the northern
modified Atlantic water, sustain krill occurrence and
population dynamics (Labat and Cuzin-Roudy, 1996).

The high explanatory power of the model proposed
here for WM fin whales is probably due to the fact that
both large and mesoscale whale–environment interac-
tions have been captured through the multiple covariates.
While the large-scale pattern is characterized by higher
densities of fin whales during summer than winter in the
northern colder water of the WM, other relationships
reveal that mesoscale processes affect whale distribution.
At mesoscale, higher whale densities are found in areas
defined by high current speed and steep change in
temperature. High-temperature change and geostrophic
current speed, estimated on a weekly resolution (i.e., non-
smoothed by monthly or seasonal composites) are
indicative of dynamic areas generated by the mesoscale
processes in the WM. Nested within large-scale patterns
actually corresponding to their prey habitat, whales
seemed to specifically target dynamic areas at mesoscale.
Since the mesoscale activity modulates the distribution of
primary production and probably krill distribution, taking
into account mesoscale processes through relevant ocea-
nographic parameters permit one to cope with the large
interannual variability observed in fin whale distribution
(Panigada et al., 2005; Monestiez et al., 2006), which is
not possible with static physiographic parameters. That is
why our model, constructed from 2006 to 2007 visual
data, is able to retrospectively predict whale locations in
2003–2004.

Mesoscale features in the WM are mostly depicted by
eddies, meanders, and fronts, and they are particularly
variable in time and space. Association of top predators
with mesoscale fronts has also been reported in the open
ocean (Sims and Quayle, 1998, Cotté et al., 2007) and
within the Mediterranean for red tuna (Royer et al., 2004).
As they have a strong aggregative potential, mesoscale
processes can be important for whales since they
consume large zooplankton biomasses. Indeed krill
patchiness is often associated to advective processes
(Fiedling et al., 2001; Cotté and Simard, 2005). The
northern krill is an active vertical swimmer (diel vertical
migration) but is strongly influenced by horizontal
currents as it cannot sustain swimming speeds equivalent
to the speeds of these currents (Cotté and Simard, 2005).
In addition to this prey patchiness generated at the
mesoscale, oceanographic processes probably also influ-
ence the availability of these prey to predators. Indeed,
these mesoscale processes are often linked to vertical and
shearing movements of water masses that can lead to a
localized elevation of prey in the water column. This
increase of prey accessibility is likely important for
Mediterranean fin whales as their dives are the deepest
recorded for mysticete species (470 m from Panigada et al.,
1999) because of the atypically deep krill layer in the WM
(Sardou et al., 1996). Energy expenditure associated with
diving activity should be substantially decreased in the
case of shallower prey patches. Although most whales in
this study were observed or satellite tracked in the
northern WM, whale observations in the southern WM
were also systematically associated with the edge of
eddies (as shown in Fig. 4). Eddies are dynamical features
that dominate the circulation of the Algerian basin along a
basin-wide path limited by the Northern Balearic front.
They propagate at up 3–5 km/day, and they evolve in
shape, amplitude and depth, with a lifetime that was
reported to reach 3 years (Puillat et al., 2002), so they are
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supposed to be extremely important in term of condition-
ing and structuring the production of the whole area. High
densities of zooplankton acoustical detection have been
reported to co-occur with the presence of cetaceans in the
highly dynamic context of the Algerian basin (Viale and
Frontier, 1994).

The seasonal pattern of mesoscale habitat use by
remotely tracked fin whales (Fig. 5) suggests that the close
association of predators with dynamic areas decreases in
winter. This denotes a seasonal foraging strategy, with an
active summer foraging season during which fin whales
aggregated in the regional habitat of krill, especially
within areas of highly mesoscale dynamics, while during
the winter season, whales dispersed within the northern
WM and tended to target less specifically dynamic areas.
Even if opportunistic feeding events can occur, the winter
period may be allocated to other activities of the whale
life cycle such as reproduction. This shows that wha-
le–environment interactions could be season-dependent
corresponding to a shift of whale activity, probably in
response to seasonal changes in prey availability. While
habitat use has been reported to be dependent on spatial
scale several times, the influence of temporal scale, i.e.,
change of habitat use of large marine predators over time,
has rarely been investigated (Boyd, 1996). These results
are particularly interesting since they suggest that most
fin whales remain all year in Mediterranean, mostly in the
northern WM, as a means of coping with the seasonal
changes in the life cycle of their prey. Blue whales were
also reported to use the region off southern Chile as both a
feeding and nursing area (Hucke-Gaete et al., 2004),
contradicting the general pattern of whales to fast and
breed in temperate waters and migrate to polar waters to
feed. This peculiarity of staying in the northern WM all
year long is, to our knowledge, the first described for fin
whales as evoked by Notarbartolo di Sciara et al. (2003).

The large-scale pattern of whale habitat use is
probably driven by the cycle of krill in association with
environmental conditions. Biological production in the
WM is defined by a seasonal cycle, with intense mixing in
winter, stratification of the water column and increasing
light conditions in spring, leading to higher phytoplankton
grazing by krill in summer (Labat and Cuzin-Roudy, 1996).
However, the abundance and distribution of the krill,
constituting the variable part of the production of whale
prey patches, is likely to be modulated by the major
mesoscale dynamic processes. These mesoscale processes
are characterized by lower predictability than the large-
scale production and distribution of krill (for a review of
the predictability of resources for marine predators, cf.
Weimerskirch, 2007). However, although the mesoscale
prey concentration processes are highly variable in time
and space, they are associated with physical processes, i.e.
frontal zones and strong currents. These environmental
features can potentially indicate areas of prey aggregation
at the mesoscale. This foraging behavior was suggested by
fractal analysis on a previous Mediterranean whale
trajectory (Mouillot and Viale, 2001). The foraging
strategy of whales implies a trade-off between searching
for the most concentrated food while remaining in the
large and persistent area of krill habitat, i.e. the northern
WM relatively to the whole Mediterranean Sea, which is
generally known to be ‘‘oligotrophic’’. It can be supposed
that whales associated with the edge of eddies in the
southern WM, i.e., outside the main krill habitat, may not
yet be engaged in intense but opportunistic foraging, as
they were observed in the early and late foraging periods,
or they be representative of animals feeding on prey other
than krill, possibly copepods, an alternative feeding
strategy suggested by low isotopic nitrogen ratios (Bentaleb
et al., submitted) and macrozooplankton biomasses
(Riandey et al., 2005).

Investigations of environment–predator interactions to
understand their foraging strategy is now possible thanks to
the greater availability of remote sensing data and imagery
products for large areas of the world’s oceans, containing
information on a variety of physical and biological para-
meters at several temporal and spatial scales. The modeling
approach we used in this study, and which we have
validated with an independent satellite tracking dataset,
enabled us to examine which environmental processes
possibly drive the distribution and foraging scale-depen-
dant tactics of a large, wide-ranging marine predator, the fin
whale. However, these analyses require previous knowledge
of temporal and spatial scales of environmental parameters
supplied to the models that may affect these interactions. In
addition to addressing important ecological questions, our
predictive distribution and density modeling approach
could be a useful tool to predict whale habitat in the
context of growing human maritime traffic that has
produced unusually high rates of collisions between ships
and whales in recent decades, usually with lethal conse-
quence for the whales (Panigada et al., 2006).
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